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Leadership and Culture:
Enabling successful technology uptake
and sustainability across the innovation pipeline



Change drivers within the industry today

1. Globalisation – seeing the world as ‘one operation’

2. Workforce constraints/talent  – right people, right place, aging 
workforce, lack of integrated workforce planning, how many?

3. Capital constraints – due to funding the growth

4. More active role of governments – policy, legislation & investments

5. Sustainability

6. Good corporate citizen – looking after the regions

7. Complex operating environment – Reliable, safe, adaptive

8. Rising input costs – labour, fuel, steel.

‘Tracking the Trends 2010’
Commercial Excellence in Mining
Deloitte Mining Advisory Services



“All in all, it is clear that unless 
companies pause and relook at the 
longer term strategic landscape they 
are in for a big surprise…either in the 
form of unforeseen risks or lost 
opportunities**.”

Commercial Excellence in Mining
Deloitte Mining Advisory Services
Deloitte 2010

** - For more in-depth look at the issues, see Deloitte’s “Tracking the Trends 2010’



Challenges specific to heavy industry technology
innovation delivery

1. Length of time to becoming operational – risk of ‘redundancy’

2. Seen as the ‘silver bullet’

3. Complexity - People/process/technology interaction and complexity

4. Ownership - Perceived as being ‘owned’ by innovation teams rather 
than the business

5. Skills required – technology deliver vs delivering the 
business change

6. Governance of innovation projects – accountability and pipeline 
stage-gates.



3 out of 4 major new initiatives fail…
to deliver on their promise

Top 10 barriers

Competing resources 48%

Functional boundaries 44%

Change skills 43%

Middle management 38%

Long lead times 35%

Communication 35%

Employee opposition 33%

HR (people/training) issues 33%

Initiative fatigue 32%

Unrealistic timetables 31%

Gartner 1998

Top 10 success factors

Ensuring top sponsorship 82%

Treating people fairly 82%

Involving employees 75%

Quality communications 70%

Providing sufficient training 68%

Using clear performance measures 65%

Building teams after change 62%

Focusing on culture/skill changes 62%

Rewarding success 60%

Using internal champions 60%



Leadership and culture 
can either enable or 
disable change 

Culture – “the way things 
are done around here”



There needs to be a shift in the ownership and in the way 
innovation projects are delivered across the pipeline.

T&I

RTIO

Traditional:
Unclear/limited 

ownership in delivery 
across the

pipeline

Progressive:
Governance and 

structured interactions 
to drive clear 

ownership

Generate and 
prioritise the ideas

Proving the 
concept

Develop
prototype Demonstration Deploy, maintain

and enhance

• Technology team lead the idea generation phase (with business engagement), project manages the proving of the concept 
to demonstration phase and subsequently play a technical advisory/ consultation role in the deployment phase

• Business / Operations play an active role in the generation of ideas, continues to be involved in the proof of concept and 
prototype phases to understand the designed solution and subsequently ramps up to take ownership during the 
demonstration and deployment phases to ensure successful implementation of technologies on site.

Shift in the way we deliver across
the pipeline

Technology team Ownership

Business / Operational Ownership

Business/operational ownershipTechnology team ownership

Innovation / technology 
as the ‘silver bullet’

No real business 
ownership

Generate and 
prioritise the ideas

Proving the 
concept

Develop
prototype Demonstration Deploy, maintain

and enhance



Roles played across the innovation pipeline

Role 1. Generate and 
prioritise ideas

2. Proving the
concept

3. Develop the
prototype

4. Demonstration 5. Deploy, maintain 
and enhance

Technology team Seek news ideas for 
challenges & 
opportunities

Prove concept  works
Lead the Proof of 
Concept

Prove concept works 
in required 
environment.
Achieve quick wins.

Prove to business
technology works in 
required environment

Technology 
advisory/consulting
Quick wins highlighted
Potential for future 
enhancements

Business leaders Provide business  
strategy challenges & 
opportunities.
Vision!!

Oversight & direction.
On track against 
agreed criteria.
Drive urgency.
Create metrics

Agree site for 
demonstration
On-boarding of site.
Share vision
Drive change

On-site leader 
engagement.
Communicate vision 
meaningfully.
Drive change

Site leadership for 
deployment and 
maintenance
Business leader for 
enhancement.
Drive change

Governance Innovation steering 
group.
Innovation
management team

Technology 
acceleration team
PM’s
Stage-gates

Innovation champions 
/ advocates

Leadership transition 
to site based 
leadership with 
overarching plan

Full ownership by site 
with support of 
technology team.
Monitor progress
Sponsor team for 
future enhancements

Communication Senior stakeholder 
engagement to 
achieve funding

Understand the real 
opportunity 
Sponsor & Technical 
team engage site 
leadership

Generate interest 
Concise business 
focused messages

Significant site 
engagement and 
formal handover of 
ownership

Focus on working in 
operating environment
Quick wins 
communicated

Change and 
business processes

Facilitate idea 
generation / 
prioritisation
Understand business 
case

Understand people / 
process/technology 
change.
Work with leader 
sponsoring project

High level Transition 
plan
Develop new business 
processes, new roles
etc with business and 
technology team
Work with site leaders

Delivery/ 
implementation plan 
inc people & process 
focus.
Training focus

Change business
processes, people 
initiatives. 
Track business 
benefits 



Leaders and people drive successful transformations 
(including technology innovation)

• Successful transformations do not happen on their own 

– Crisis or opportunity: creating a new company reality changes the 
way people engage with the company

– Clear and exciting future reality – better than today and almost 
inevitable (increases sense of urgency).

Common leadership mistakes
Allowing too much complacency

Failing to create a sufficiently powerful guiding coalition

Underestimating the power of vision

Under communicating the vision by a factor of 10

Permitting obstacles to block the new vision

Failing to create short-term wins

Declaring victory too soon

Neglecting to anchor changes firmly in the corporate culture.

Concepts from J.P. Kotter (2002) The Heart of Change
D. Cohen (2005) The Heart of Change Field-guide



What do we need in place to ensure success?
Without these change enablers in place, various impacts occur.

X

Compelling 
case = ChangeEffective

comm’n
Sufficient
motivation

Org’l
capability

Defined 
strategy

Clear
vision

X = Inertia

= Confusion

= DoubtX

= DiffusionX

= FrustrationX

= CrawlX



Emotion, more than logic, can help motivate people to 
change their ways

See

FeelChange

Seeing the problem 

Feeling an urgency
to solve it

Being emotionally 
compelled to act

Logic

People change behaviour because they are 
given compelling information that 
influences their feelings

Keys to effectiveness
Get your stakeholders right
Understand how the 
transformation can affect each 
stakeholders group as well as 
key individuals

Anticipate risks
Identify pockets of resistance 
before they surface, along with 
any potential business disruptions 
and risks that might arise

Assess the situation
Determine whether the magnitude 
and pace of change is energising
or paralyzing the organisation

Set priorities
Priorities activities, tackling the 
most critical barriers first.



Kotter’s 8 steps of change

1. Increase Urgency

2. Build the Guiding Team (Leadership)

3. Get the Vision right (Clarity of vision)

4. Communication for buy-in

5. Empower action (Enablement)

6. Create Short-term wins 

7. Don’t let up (Persistence)

8. Make Change Stick (Maintain &Sustain).

J.P. Kotter (2002 The Heart of Change
D. Cohen (2005) The Heart of Change Field-guide



Both the strategic change framework and People Dimension of Transformation are intently focused on addressing the 
people issues and challenges associated with organisational change.

An integrated approach to delivering change

1
3

© Deloitte 2010, Aligned strategic change and people dimension of transformation methodology



Keys to effective leadership in driving change

From here…

…To here

Influence the influencers:
Identify people within each stakeholder group who command the most 
respect, and then get them involved as champions for the transformation.

Strive for real commitment (not coercion):
Understand people’s needs and aspirations - and then make a concerted 
effort to work with them.

Equip leaders to drive transformation:
Equip leaders with the unique knowledge and skills needed to help their 
people get through this challenging period. Support leaders to be the role 
models for the desired behavior.

Recognise there may be winners and losers:
The impact of transformation varies from one stakeholder group to the next. 
Some may not be happy with the outcome. Understand, engage, and inform 
all stakeholders.

All leaders need to be aligned, willing to seek 
out and understand resistance, and committed 
to leading the transformation by example



Leadership and culture are key determinants to 
successful mining technology up-take and 
sustainability across the Innovation Pipeline

• Leaders
– Create the vision, urgency and drive to change

• Culture
– People and process changes to make it stick (the way we do things around here)

• Business ownership and accountability 
– To ensure productive use, maintenance and enhancement.

The role of the leader is about
- aligning leadership, 
- understanding and impacting on the business culture, 
- recognising the impact on people and processes,
- enabling the delivering of the technology.

All are required to deliver innovative mining technologies 
to achieve the required business outcomes.
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